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Introduction 
First there was e-commerce. Amazon and eBay led the way. This has been followed by 
thousands of retailers, from Kmart to Delta to 1-800-Flowers to Home Depot, selling billions of 
dollars of merchandize each year on websites. In those models, an individual company has to 
promote its e-commerce platform to get people there to buy.  

According to audience measurement and tracking firm comScore, currently U.S. retail e-
commerce spending went up 14 percent. Online retail spending reached $37.5 billion, primarily 
due to an increase in the number of buyers (up 16 percent), with 70 percent of all Internet users 
making at least one online purchase. comScore chairman Gian Fulgoni states that almost $1 in 
every $10 of discretionary spending in the U.S. now occurs online. 

But what if a company tapped into the communities where their customers were already on 
and offered them the same things there? Social Commerce does just that. Simply stated, it is e-
commerce on social networking sites.  

From the customer’s point of view, what would matter most: 
 
• A half-dozen reviews from people you don’t know? 
• A coupon for 10 percent off a product for your first visit to the site? 
• Recommendations from twenty of your best friends that bought, use, and love the same 

product? 
 

Social networking sites are allowing brands to use plug-ins and widgets to connect and 
encourage customers’ friends to comment, displaying visible discussion threads, thereby creating 
social shopping experiences fueled by word-of-mouth marketing. While e-review sites have 
driven e-commerce (or prevented it if there are a lot of negative comments about a product or 
service), the idea of having people you know comment and recommend products they like is the 
premise of Facebook commerce, also known as f-commerce. 

With over 750 million active users on Facebook, there are more potential customers using 
Facebook than there are logging into eBay and Amazon combined. Some customers may not see 
Facebook as a purchasing platform yet, but more and more businesses are adding features so 
customers can browse and/or buy their products on Facebook. By reading this book you will be 
at the forefront of a huge movement in social media commerce. 

This e-book is about how Facebook is transforming into an e-commerce platform. It is written 
to help you understand what f-commerce means to business owners, large and small. It includes 
practical examples of brands that have deployed Facebook e-commerce and how you can use f-
commerce in your business. 
 
 



Chapter 1 
Why Do Business on Facebook? 
 
Why is it important for brands to have a Facebook e-commerce capability? Mike Fauscette, an 
Analyst at IDC Consulting says, “In three to five years, 10 percent to 15 percent of total 
consumer spending in developed countries may go through sites such as Facebook.” 

Why might Fauscette make this prediction? Facebook users spend 700 billion minutes per 
month in an active, relaxed environment. The average Facebook user is connected to 130 friends. 
They belong to 80 interest groups. Through their detailed profiles and by posting on average 90 
pieces of content per month, Facebook users make their preferences known. Word-of-mouth 
(WOM) recommendations or buyer-beware messages are prevalent.  

Today’s social customer is not shy about posting their thoughts about a brand, its products 
and services, or the experiences they have with the brand. The unique selling opportunities 
Facebook can offer has gotten the attention of digital marketer’s and PR professionals. As social 
media plays an increasingly more important role in purchasing decisions, brands are allocating 
larger parts of their marketing budgets to engage with their consumers on platforms like 
Facebook and Twitter.  

Many brands, big and small, are wondering if they should go down this path. How is this 
different than the e-commerce they already offer? And does f-commerce mean you have to get 
rid of your traditional e-commerce platform? Are there pitfalls to social commerce or commerce 
on Facebook? It’s these and other questions we will address in this e-book. 
 
Be Where Your Customers Are 
For many brands, Facebook is where their customers are online. And the mantra in social media? 
A brand needs to be where their customers are within the social net. A brand can’t expect their 
customers will come to them (or their site.) The theory of f-commerce is that customers should 
be able to buy wherever and whenever they like. If they are on Facebook then they should be 
able, among many other things, to purchase products while they interact with their friends and 
family. 

Some people have questioned whether it’s even possible to sell customer products in the 
midst of them using Facebook to catch up with their friends and family. Perhaps that’s all people 
want to do while on Facebook, i.e., they don’t want their social network to sell them stuff while 
they are socializing. And if that is the case, then perhaps brands should keep their commerce 
offerings on their e-commerce sites. 

However, while some people are of the opinion that people visit Facebook just to catch up 
with their friends and family a JWT (James Walter Thompson) study showed 48 percent of 
millennials (aged 20–33) would like to buy directly on Facebook from the places they shop. In 
an another study industry study, 25 percent of customers aged 18–34 years old stated they use 
Facebook to interact with merchants. How many companies are planning to increase their 
funding for social commerce according to this study? Ninety percent will increase funding for 
social commerce initiatives by 8 percent. 

There is a trend, and that trend is the blending of social networks with e-commerce. The skill 
with which brands do this will directly affect the success not only for their own individual brand, 
but for the industry as a whole. If social networking shopping sites are not delivered in the spirit 



of what the customer wants, it will fail. If not for this point alone, brands need to pay attention to 
f-commerce as an example of how shopping can be integrated within a social network. 

 
The Future of One-Stop Facebook Shopping 
So let’s say you have a vacation coming up. You want to look for good rates on airline tickets. 
What’s the difference between logging onto an airline website vs. being able to research and 
purchase tickets inside of an already established social network? First, you may want to ask your 
friends what airline they flew on, how the service and food was, and what to watch out for. You 
might find that information on a travel site, but you may not be able to ask your friends their 
opinions.  

So the point is when you are on a regular e-commerce site you may be just getting the “take” 
from people you don’t actually know. This input is important, because you aren’t just trusting the 
brand’s marketing spin. You are getting the take of other human beings. But on a social 
networking site you are connected to your friends and your friends know you and the things you 
care about the most. You also might want to make plans with a group of people and instead of 
sending a bunch of e-mails, you might want one place for everyone who is going on the trip to 
chime in, to plan, and to orchestrate the festivities. Doing so could make coordinating lots of 
people easier and fuel the enthusiasm for the trip. 

 If you went the traditional route, you’d think about which airline you think you’d like to 
travel on. You might also think about your favorite travel site, knowing there are a number of 
them that aggregate fares and try to provide the best possible deal. So you make your choice and 
log onto the airline or travel website. 

Hopefully you’ve saved your log-in name on the computer you are on or you can remember it. 
It might depend on whether you’ve been to that site before or not. That might also depend on 
whether you have an account with them or not. If you can’t remember your log-in name then you 
have to either ask for a password reset or log in as a guest. The first option takes time. Not a lot 
of time, but it can “feel” like a hassle with all the sites and passwords we all have these days. 

Once you’ve chosen that path, then you start your search for dates and times for your 
destination. Once you’ve researched that, you choose a flight and pay for it. Then there’s the step 
of entering the payment information. That entails your credit card or PayPal-type account 
information, your billing address and TSA information. If you are renting a hotel and/or a car, 
that same payment scenario might have to be repeated for each of those transactions unless it’s 
integrated. 

In this short scenario, using Facebook could help to lessen the hassles of the travel 
transactions. With Facebook’s f-commerce tools, you could get the opinion of your friends about 
each travel item: airline, hotel, car rental, even restaurants in the area. Then you could just hit a 
Facebook button for each—either while on your laptop, desktop, tablet, or phone and be on your 
way.  

Why? Because you are already logged into Facebook, and have a community of like-minded 
people to help. Then, since your identity and payment details are already authenticated within 
Facebook, completing the transaction is as simple as pushing a few appropriate buttons.  

If your business could take advantage of f-commerce to make your customer’s experience as 
quick and easy as possible, think about the spike in revenue you’d get.  
 
 
 



Social Network Fatigue and Opting for F-commerce 
The business decision to use Facebook as part of your e-commerce strategy depends on where 
you think your customers are going to be online. With more potential consumers on Facebook 
than there are people logging into eBay and Amazon combined, many companies are betting on 
the fact that once customers are in Facebook they won’t want to leave to shop. With the number 
of sites people log into each day, this may well be the trend of the future—meaning people are 
starting to suffer from social network fatigue.  

The reasons for this fatigue include how time consuming it is to log into a bunch of different 
sites as well as to remember your passwords. Another contributing factor is time allocation. One 
of the things most people don’t talk about is the amount of time out of their life social 
networking takes. While it may be easier to keep in touch with more people and see what is 
happening with them via Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and LinkedIn, it does take time out of 
one’s day.  

Having too many social networks means people may not want to go to a bunch of different 
sites or URLs. If people have the choice to log into one place to interact with their friends and 
family and then are required to go to other places to shop, they may opt to participate in a social 
network includes not only their favorite brands, but also the ability to buy products and services 
from them. 
 
How Facebook Could Provide Better CRM 

Knowing who the people are and details about them allows Facebook to provide customers 
with an interesting and entertaining online experience, but also provides businesses with 
information on likes, dislikes, and preferences in the context of their personal and professional 
relationships. This is different than the data businesses have gathered from traditional Customer 
Relationship Management or CRM systems.  

CRM is an acronym that stands for the relationships companies build with their customers 
during and through the process of marketing, sales, and service. Having social data augment the 
CRM system could constitute what many call social CRM. While there isn’t any one vendor 
truly providing best-in-class social sales, social marketing, and social customer service all in one 
suite, the concept of combining social data with traditional CRM data could be the missing link 
to driving more customers through the marketing funnel and getting a return on investment for 
social media. 

 
Facebook Social CRM 

Social networking sites like Facebook have massive amounts of individual and social crowd 
data. That data is meaningful because people have signed up using their real identity. In forums 
or other crowd-oriented communities, people sometimes remain anonymous. So one of the first 
advantages of f-commerce is that people are using their real identities. 

In addition, Facebook started as a site to connect with other people and part of finding people 
to connect with is to see what they have in common other people. Most people who put up a 
Facebook page include some personal preference information. This initial data can be very 
important to companies in understanding their customer’s behavior through knowing about their 
hobbies, what they like in music, food, travel, and a wide variety of other interests.  

Companies using Facebook as a marketplace not only have people who have identified 
themselves, but also have user data and analytics that reveals what people talk about, and with 
the right analytics a business could extract even more data about them as potential customers. 



Many businesses have just focused on using data to display hyper-targeted ads. While there is 
value for this, the idea that Facebook could be an online virtual mall where friends ask friends 
what to buy, share what they bought, and thereby influence word of mouth is a reality for many 
brands. 

 
Facebook’s Potential for One-to-One Marketing 
One-to-one marketing has long been the dream of many marketers. In fact two of my favorite 
authors, Don Peppers and Martha Rogers, wrote several books about it, including The One-to-
One Future: Building Relationships One Customer at a Time, and The One-to-One Fieldbook: 
The Complete Toolkit for Implementing a 1-to-1 Marketing Program. The theory was that with 
competition for customers fiercer than ever, with products and services only a mouse click away, 
with so many choices, and with many products becoming commodities, customers’ loyalty 
changed. As a result, the way a brand attracts and keeps customers is to personalize how they 
market and sell to a customer. That field of endeavor became known as one-to-one marketing. 

While most brands bragged about how customer-centric they were, in reality many were at a 
loss for identifying and attracting a loyal and profitable customer base. CRM (Customer 
Relationship Management) systems back in the late 1990s were supposed to provide the 
infrastructure necessary to support one-to-one marketing. There was a lot of marketing hype 
around the features, functions, and benefits of CRM software. 

The issue with CRM systems then was they were more like a CTM, or customer transaction 
management system. They didn’t have all the rational database information that marketers could 
readily use to provide personalized relationship marketing and certainly not enough of the 
personalized, one-to-one marketing data. 

Most companies implemented operational CRM, meaning they had a database of contact 
information about their customers. And that information definitely helped with marketing. But 
most companies didn’t deploy analytical CRM, meaning the type of CRM that would provide the 
analytical wisdom about your customers to enable one-to-one marketing and sales. Out of the 
frustration for the lack of that data developed the field of business intelligence or BI. Separate BI 
point vendors began to specialize in gathering and mining data about customers to be used to 
drive customers through the marketing funnel. An industry successful at this was the Las Vegas 
casino system. They developed loyalty programs that could measure the offers sent to customers 
and subsequent behaviors. Studying these patterns allowed marketers to direct their one-to-one 
marketing efforts very effectively. But most industries failed to excel in one-to-one marketing. 

Fast forward to today, where we now have Web 2.0-type technologies allowing interactions 
between brands and customers. With the enhanced Facebook Open Graph API and supporting 
tools it announced in April 2010, Facebook can be seen as a social CRM system. This is 
especially true if you define CRM as the opportunity to do personalized, one-to-one marketing, 
sales, and service. What has been missing in CRM is the relationship between the customer, their 
likes, dislikes, and their friends and family in a context where their reactions and comments are 
honest, authentic, and updated daily. 

 
Facebook API: A Graph of What People Care About  
Imagine Facebook as a graphical representation of connections between people, photos, liking, 
sharing, commenting, shopping, and the interrelatedness between them and their friend and 
family relationships liking, sharing, commenting, and shopping. If you took a picture of each of 
those things and pasted it on a piece of poster board, you’d have a visual representation of that 



person’s life and what’s important to them as well as poster boards of their friends and families 
and what is important to each of them as well as the overlaps in interests. This is called a “social 
graph.”  

Facebook offers businesses a way to connect to that information via an API. An API is an 
acronym for application programming interface. Instead of writing a bunch of complicated code 
to connect the data, you just connect to the API. The API provides a much simpler way to access 
the information. 

The Facebook Open Graph API allows you to easily access all public information about a 
person. This means that it can retrieve the likes and interests of your customers, and your 
customer’s Facebook connections. And thus the social graph data provides marketers new ways 
to understand a customer’s preferences, passions, and connections and by doing so allows a 
brand to create a personalized experience with each and every customer. 

For instance, a customer might live in Los Angeles, listen to Sting, work at Citibank, ride 
bikes along the Santa Monica Pier, eat at the Cheesecake Factory in Marina Del Rey as well as 
connect with their network of friends and family. With the Facebook Open Graph API, brands 
can make personalized offers to that individual based on the information he or she has shared on 
their page. 

Deals that might interest this customer are mortgages or refinancing information from 
Citibank, coupons for free drinks at Cheesecake factory, a sale on bikes or bike accessories, and 
a special appearance by Sting on the Santa Monica Pier. With contextualized data like this, 
brands can customize their marketing campaigns based on the information customers share about 
themselves. 

Another example is a brand might show the upcoming birthdays of Facebook Friends as well 
as their gift Wish List. How would a brand populate this list? The brand can access that friend’s 
profile data, which might include a list of their favorite electronics, clothes, food, and music as 
gift suggestions. Normally, it would have to create a system that would ask the customer directly 
about their favorite items, then get permission to use this information. The Social Plug-ins, 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, allow a brand to build the social graph by seeing what the 
customer “Liked” on Facebook. That is assuming the customer opts to share this information 
publicly among their own individual group of friends. Brands seeking to use this information 
would need to ask the Facebook member to share this information with them as well. 

The downfall to getting data is the individual Facebook privacy setting. Each Facebook 
page’s privacy settings are handled and decided by the customer who owns the page. Customers 
are asked to provide permission allowing their page to be seen by the brand. This determines 
who can see what. I’ve included some screenshots in the case studies in the following chapters so 
you can see how brands ask for permission to see what a customer is talking about. 

 
Facebook as a Marketing Funnel 
Many businesses are investing resources into building a Facebook presence for their brand to 
engage fans, advocates, ambassadors, press, influencers, and customers. The question for most 
businesses is how to move the page from just a PR and marketing awareness page—in the 
traditional marketing funnel—to a consideration and purchase page, thereby increasing the 
marketing conversion rates into solid, traceable sales. 

A typical Facebook user spends a good part of their day on Facebook. And according to 
Compete.com, 68 percent of people become fans of retail pages to keep up to date on sales and 
promotions. So what’s the logic for a business to provide e-commerce on Facebook? Many 



businesses realize that if their fans are on Facebook to connect with family and friends and to 
engage with brands and receive coupons and deals, it may make sense to provide the ability for 
fans to purchase products, too. 

In terms of real businesses today on Facebook, there is a wide range of how e-commerce is 
being handled. They range from Facebook shops selling items such as airline tickets, beauty 
products, baby products, clothes, and specialty BBQ sauces, to offering the ability to participate 
in charity donations and buy tickets for shows. Businesses are using the Wall as a shop 
“window” as well as to actively promote and purchase products on the shop tab itself. 

To give you a good understanding of how companies are using f-commerce, the following 
chapters are packed full of practical examples. I’ve captured screenshots to illustrate how the 
brand uses Facebook and what the customer sees and can do. Having concrete examples helps to 
demonstrate the “how-to” part of using Facebook for e-commerce.  

It’s highly recommended you take time to go online and click through the pages as you are 
reading the book. This will give you a more experiential feel for how brands use f-commerce. 
And note, some of the Facebook pages and stores may have changed by the time you are reading 
this book. That’s how fast things happen in the social networked world. 

What’s the financial return for f-commerce? Some businesses are seeing as much as 20 
percent of overall online sales coming via their Facebook stores as well as higher cart values as 
compared to traditional e-commerce venues. That in part may be due to the influence of friends, 
family, or colleagues and the recommendations that come from people they know, versus an 
unidentified stranger’s review on e-review or e-opinion sites. 
 
Facts about F-commerce from SocialCommerceToday.com 
 
• Top 3: The top 3 brands on Facebook (by fans) all sell directly on Facebook—Coca-Cola 

(24m), Starbucks (20m), and Disney (19m) 
• 2–4%: f-store conversion rates—on a par with web-stores (avg. 3.4%, according to 

Forrester/Shop.org) 
• $650,000,000: The drop in Netflix share value when Warner opened up a Facebook movie 

rental (streaming) service in 2011 
• 1,000: Number of diapers P&G sold on its f-store in under an hour 
• 50,000: Number of retailers who have opened an f-store with Payment 
• 6 hours: Time it took for the Rachel Roy Facebook jewelry store to sell out 
• 3rd highest: daily sales made by Rachel Roy, the day it opened it’s pop-up f-store 
• 1m+: Starbucks customers using their e-commerce-enabled Facebook CRM loyalty program 
• 1,300: Number of products added every week to the ASOS f-store 
• 20%: Proportion of black Friday sales transactions on Facebook for e-tailer Kembrel 
• 7–10%: Increased Average Order Value for Facebook transactions (vs. web-store) for 

Kembrel 
• 5000+: customers using Walmart’s group-buy Facebook app on the day of its launch 
• $34: Amount paid for the first transaction ever to take place on Facebook at 11:50 A.M. EST 

on July 8, 2009 for bouquet of flowers ‘A Slice of Life’ on the f-store of U.S. florist 1-800 
flowers 

• 76%: percentage of retailers who plan to use Facebook for ‘social commerce’ initiatives 
• 50%+: proportion of the global top 100 websites that have integrated with Facebook using its 

social plug-ins  



• 50,000+: Number of websites that integrated Facebook social plug-ins (incl. ‘Like’) in the 
week they launched 

• 2.5 million+: websites now integrated with Facebook 
• 10,000: number of new websites integrating with Facebook every day (with social plug-ins) 

since April 2010 
• 2m+: Number of sites that have integrated Facebook social plug-ins 
• 7 out of 10: proportion of digital marketers who have implemented or are planning to 

implement Facebook Like feature 
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What	  is	  Social	  Media	  Monitoring?	  
Social	  media	  monitoring	  is	  a	  process	  by	  which	  you	  monitoring	  the	  conversations	  that	  your	  
stakeholder	  groups	  are	  having.	  Stakeholder	  groups	  can	  be	  groups	  of	  customers,	  influencers,	  
brand	  ambassadors,	  press,	  etc…	  These	  conversations	  occur	  between	  you	  and	  them	  and	  the	  
stakeholder	  groups	  also	  talk	  amongst	  themselves	  on	  social	  channels.	  Some	  of	  the	  paid	  social	  
media	  monitoring	  services	  also	  include	  print,	  radio	  and	  TV	  monitoring	  and	  conversations	  in	  
those	  mediums.	  
	  
You’ll	  want	  to	  look	  at	  how	  your	  company	  or	  department	  is	  collecting	  real-‐time	  feedback	  on	  the	  
quantity,	  quality,	  tone	  of	  the	  ongoing	  social	  interactions.	  With	  this	  information	  you	  can	  several	  
things.	  One	  is	  to	  avoid	  risk.	  There	  are	  many	  cases	  of	  social	  media	  brand	  damage-‐	  consider	  
Dominos,	  Nestle,	  Gap,	  Motrin,	  United	  Breaks	  Guitars,	  Southwest	  Airlines,	  BP	  and	  now	  Netflix.	  If	  
a	  brand	  is	  monitoring	  for	  what	  is	  being	  said	  –to	  and	  about	  your	  brand	  or	  company,	  you	  can	  
detect	  a	  disaster	  and	  take	  it	  off	  line	  and	  resolve	  it	  before	  it	  blows	  up.	  
	  
You	  can	  also	  use	  social	  media	  monitoring	  to	  be	  proactive	  in	  your	  outreach	  to	  various	  
stakeholder	  groups.	  You	  can	  use	  monitoring	  to	  learn	  who	  your	  superusers	  are,	  i.e.,	  the	  1%	  out	  
of	  your	  1-‐9-‐90	  principle	  in	  social	  media.	  The	  1-‐9-‐90	  principle	  is	  the	  ratio	  of	  people	  who	  post	  
about	  your	  brand	  =	  1%,	  the	  people	  who	  respond	  to	  those	  1%	  are	  called	  the	  responders	  and	  
they	  respond	  to	  what	  the	  1%	  posts.	  The	  rest	  of	  your	  stakeholders	  are	  in	  the	  90%.	  This	  90%	  are	  
called	  lurkers	  because	  they	  mostly	  read	  content.	  They	  don’t	  very	  often	  post	  or	  respond.	  But	  
they	  are	  still	  important.	  	  (The	  ratio	  1-‐9-‐90	  may	  very	  depending	  on	  the	  vertical	  industry	  you	  are	  
in,	  but	  it	  is	  a	  good	  baseline	  to	  understand	  that	  most	  of	  your	  stakeholder	  generate	  and	  spread	  
and	  the	  rest	  just	  read	  it.)	  
	  
Part	  of	  social	  media	  monitoring	  is	  to	  determine	  the	  value	  of	  social	  interactions	  to	  the	  brand	  and	  
the	  business.	  It	  will	  be	  difficult	  for	  a	  company	  to	  get	  a	  larger	  share	  of	  the	  total	  communications	  
expenditure	  without	  quantitative	  means	  that	  go	  well	  beyond	  measurement	  of	  media	  outputs.	  
Things	  that	  you	  want	  to	  measure	  are:	  

• Sentiment	  towards	  your	  brand	  
• Sentiment	  towards	  your	  competitors	  
• Share	  of	  voice	  of	  your	  brand	  compared	  to	  your	  competitor	  
• What	  are	  the	  top	  conversations	  and	  buzz	  around	  your	  company	  
• Are	  you	  interacting	  with	  the	  most	  important	  people-‐	  the	  1	  and	  9%	  
• Is	  the	  content	  you	  are	  creating	  the	  type	  of	  content	  your	  stakeholders	  are	  interested	  

in	  and	  have	  you	  make	  it	  social	  media	  oriented,	  meaning	  is	  it	  something	  they	  want	  to	  
share	  with	  others?	  

• What	  channels	  are	  you	  syndicating	  the	  content	  on?	  
• How	  is	  the	  content	  driving	  your	  prospects	  through	  your	  marketing	  funnel?	  



And	  you	  want	  to	  monitor	  and	  analyze	  these	  types	  of	  things	  over	  a	  long	  period	  of	  time.	  This	  will	  
help	  you	  to	  see	  if	  your	  key	  marketing	  messages	  are	  getting	  picked	  up,	  if	  there	  are	  issues	  with	  
your	  products	  and	  services,	  and	  can	  even	  give	  you	  ideas	  for	  your	  product	  development	  and	  
roadmap.	  In	  the	  following	  table	  are	  some	  free	  tools.	  There	  are	  also	  paid	  for	  services	  like	  
Radian6	  and	  Sysomos.	  If	  you	  don’t	  have	  budget	  for	  social	  media,	  you	  might	  start	  by	  using	  some	  
of	  the	  free	  tools.	  And	  once	  you	  start	  to	  show	  business	  value,	  you	  can	  decide	  if	  you	  want	  to	  
make	  a	  proposal	  for	  a	  more	  advanced	  tool.	  
	  
Here’s	  a	  blog	  post	  I	  did	  about	  social	  media	  monitoring	  and	  the	  affect	  it	  might	  have	  had	  on	  
Netflix	  and	  Blockbuster	  if	  they	  had	  not	  only	  been	  monitoring	  but	  also	  taken	  the	  information	  
about	  their	  company	  and	  integrated	  it	  back	  into	  the	  company.	  That	  doesn’t	  happen	  all	  that	  
often.	  It’s	  a	  organizational	  change	  management	  issue	  and	  something	  that	  very	  skilled	  leaders	  
are	  learning	  how	  to	  facilitate.	  Even	  in	  the	  best	  of	  situations,	  in	  the	  current	  environment,	  
interdepartmental	  collaboration	  may	  be	  lacking.	  One	  of	  the	  best	  techniques	  to	  move	  things	  
forward	  is	  to	  show	  a	  pocket	  of	  success.	  You	  might	  also	  take	  meetings	  with	  other	  like-‐minded	  
individuals	  in	  other	  departments	  so	  that	  you	  can	  hear	  their	  point	  of	  view	  and	  discuss	  what	  their	  
views	  and	  yours	  are	  in	  the	  arena	  of	  social	  media	  and	  social	  media	  monitoring	  tools.	  
	  
Good	  Luck!	  
@drnatalie	  
	  
	  
Here’s	  the	  blog	  post	  that	  might	  give	  you	  some	  insight	  into	  the	  power	  of	  social	  media	  
monitoring:	  
Could	  Social	  Media	  Monitoring	  Have	  Saved	  Netflix	  &	  Blockbuster	  from	  Themselves?	  
	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  



Free	  social	  media	  monitoring	  tools:	  
Tool	  /	  Site	   Value	  
www.search.twitter.com	   Search	  on	  twitter	  to	  find	  people,	  topics,	  etc…	  
http://www.boardtracker.com	   Forum	  search	  engine,	  message	   tracking	  and	   instant	  alerts	   system	  designed	  

to	   provide	   relevant	   information	   quickly	   and	   efficiently	   while	   ensuring	   you	  
never	   miss	   an	   important	   forum	   thread	   no	   matter	   where	   or	   when	   it	   is	  
posted.	  

http://alltop.com/	   See	  which	  blogs	  are	  prominent	  in	  which	  sector	  
http://www.socialmention.com	   Allows	  you	  to	  easily	  track	  and	  measure	  what	  people	  are	  saying	  about	  you,	  

your	  company,	  a	  new	  product,	  or	  any	  topic	  across	  the	  web's	  social	  media	  
landscape	  in	  real-‐time.	  Social	  Mention	  monitors	  100+	  social	  media	  
properties	  directly	  including:	  Twitter,	  Facebook,	  FriendFeed,	  YouTube,	  Digg,	  
Google	  etc.	  

http://www.wordle.net/	   Generates	  “word	  clouds.”	  
http://www.google.com/trends	   Planning	  on	   launching	  an	  activity?	  Run	  a	  quick	  search	  to	  see	  which	  time	  of	  

year	  the	  world	  is	  talking	  about	  that	  subject	  the	  most.	  
http://www.bing.com/social	   It	   features	   real-‐time	   snippets	   of	   the	   most	   shared	   links	   in	   relation	   to	   the	  

subject	  you	  are	  interested	  in,	  in	  real-‐time.	  
http://blogpulse.com/	   	  See	  who	  is	  writing	  about	  your	  brand	  or	  subject	  of	  interest	  in	  a	  flash.	  
http://www.alexa.com/	   Get	  a	  handle	  on	  the	  DNA	  of	  a	  website	  or	  Blog;	  How	  much	  traffic	  a	  site	  gets,	  

where	  that	  traffic	   is	  coming	  from,	  whether	  it	   is	  gaining	  more	  traction,	  here	  
you	  need	  to	  focus	  more	  effort,	  check	  on	  the	  competition,	  etc…	  

www.technorati.com/search?advanced	  	   Search	  to	  see	  what	  blogs	  are	  writing	  about	  your	  brand	  or	  company	  
http://swixhq.com/SWIX.html	   Simple	  way	  of	  tracking	  activity	  across	  all	  of	  your	  social	  networks	  /	  platforms.	  
http://backtweets.com	   If	  you	  are	  running	  a	  campaign	  and	  want	   to	  see	  how	  much	  traffic	  has	  been	  

driven	  to	  the	  'target'	  of	  your	  activity,	  type	  it	  in	  here	  and	  you'll	  get	  an	  idea	  of	  
how	  much	  that	  site	  address	  is	  being	  shared.	  

www.addictomatic.com 
	  

Instantly	  creates	  a	  web	  page	  with	   the	   latest	  news	   from	  various	  sources	  by	  
typing	  in	  a	  key	  word.	  

www.google.com/alerts 
 

Google	  Alerts	  are	  email	  updates	  of	  the	  latest	  relevant	  Google	  results	  (web,	  
news,	  etc.)	  based	  on	  your	  choice	  of	  query	  or	  topic.	  Enter	  the	  topic	  you	  wish	  
to	  monitor,	  then	  click	  preview	  to	  see	  the	  type	  of	  results	  you'll	  receive.	  

www.google.com When	  you	  go	  Google	  searches,	  search	  beyond	  just	  your	  brand	  name;	  do	  
something	  like	  this:	  	  (“[brand	  name]	  +	  sucks”,	  “[brand	  name]	  +	  FAIL”,	  
“[brand	  name]	  +	  love”)	  

www.google.com/reader 
 

If	  you	  have	  trouble	  keeping	  up	  with	  the	  sites	  you	  visit,	  then	  you	  can	  use	  this	  
to	  read	  them	  in	  one	  place	  with	  Google	  Reader,	  where	  keeping	  up	  with	  your	  
favorite	  websites	  is	  as	  easy	  as	  checking	  your	  email.	  

Kurrently.com Is	  a	  real-‐time	  search	  engine	  for	  Facebook	  and	  Twitter.	  
Workstreamer.com Is	  a	  business	  listening	  platform	  that	  collects,	  analyzes	  and	  delivers	  select	  

content	  from	  hundreds	  of	  thousands	  of	  business	  information	  sources	  daily.	  
tweetdeck.com,	  http://hootsuite.com/,	  
http://seesmic.com/	  

Tools	   to	  use	  when	  keeping	   track	  and	   responding	   to	   social	   interactions	  and	  
microblogging.	  

	  

	  
	  

 


